
5	  Minute	  Short	  
Phiola,	  Carol,	  Monica,	  Samantha	  

Produced	  for	  our	  MFA	  PLT	  on	  suppor<ng	  new	  
teachers.	  

1	  minute	  per	  person	  presenta<ons	  to	  briefly	  
describe	  our	  teacher	  inquiry	  process	  and	  how	  it	  

changed.	  
Structure	  can	  also	  be	  used	  for	  fiFng	  student	  

presenta<ons	  into	  a	  class	  period.	  	  	  
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Jerk 



Phiola	  
INQUIRY	  QUESTIONS	  

HOW	  CAN	  I	  HELP	  STUDENTS	  TO	  IMPROVE	  THEIR	  REGENTS	  
OUTCOMES?	  

1) MAKE	  REVIEW	  ACTIVITIES	  FUN	  AND/OR	  
COMPETITIVE.	  

	  
2)	  HOLD	  STUDENTS	  ACCOUNTABLE	  BY	  USING	  A	  
RANDOMIZER	  

	  
3)	  HAVE	  STUDENTS	  IDENTIFY	  STRENGTHS	  AND	  
WEAKNESSES	  BY	  USING	  A	  TOPIC	  ANALYSIS	  SHEET.	  

	  	  



Phiola	  
ACTIVITIES	  
-‐Skills	  day	  -‐	  cubes	  and	  problem	  logs	  sheets	  
-‐Jeopardy	  
-‐Mixed	  ability	  group	  
	  
ACCOUNTABILITY	  
-‐Students	  were	  allo`ed	  <me	  to	  complete	  regents	  ques<ons.	  
-‐ASked	  to	  iden<fy:	  Topic,	  Strategy	  and	  Answer	  
-‐When	  randomized	  students	  would	  share	  out	  their	  answer	  or	  provide	  

support	  as	  need.	  



Phiola	  

TOPIC	  ANALYSIS	  SHEET	  
	  



Phiola	  
ANALYSIS	  SHEET	  
	  
-‐STUDENTS	  IDENTIFIED	  STRENGTHS	  AND	  WEAKNESSES	  
	  
-‐USED	  DATA	  TO	  FORM	  GROUPS	  BASED	  ON	  THEIR	  STRENGTHS	  AND	  

NEEDS	  
	  
DID	  IT	  WORK?	  WE’LL	  SEE...	  
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Keep notes about what students ask about. 
Note when I succeed using open questions rather than 
leading ones. 
Measure / Assess when students take initiative to ask, 
teach, or explain. 
Suggestions from our PLT:  
Consider creating some sort of project that is 
TOTALLY student centered...writing, feedback, and 
grading all done by the students.   
Ok, I haven’t done the grading part yet but am 
brainstorming….but check out the “art” work….. 
 
 

Carefree Carol 
How can I listen and better engage my students where 
they’re at?  



As I prepared to pass out final-review packets, 
they were asked, “What would most help you 
study for your final?” and “How are you going to 
do your absolute best preparing for the final?”  
 

Careful Carol:  I’ve been asking them almost everyday 
for their responses and reflection... 

I will learn best by having a 
study guide. 
I will continue to work on it 
with my group. 
Dionna 
 

I take review quizzes or handouts.  Or I 
use old work and read it over. 
I will focus and make sure my 
teammates get their work done. 
Ciara 
 

I study best for a finals with a 
packet with the steps on how to 
solve each problem. 
I will try to finish anything I 
need. 
Jose A 
 

I need a good packet and time. 
Focus. 
Marcos 
 



Students pursued their own 
ideas…. 
 
Students were engaged, 
helpful to each other, and 
the majority were on-task 
and on-time.   

Carol 
Candid Carol 



Students 
take 
charge and 
respond…. 
Can they 
follow 
through? 

CRAZY Carol 
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Monica - 1st Student Survey 
Why do you do HW? 
●  I have to  - 2 
●  Concerned grades - 5 
●  I understand it - 2 
●  Practice what I 

learned - 1 
●  I learn from it - 1 

 

Why don’t you do HW? 
●  Too hard/don’t understand/confused/

frustrated - 8  
●  Tired - 1 
●  Don’t see purpose - 2 
●  I forget - 2 
●  After school activities/obligations - 2 
●  No reward - 1  
●  No help - 1 



Monica -  Teacher Responses 
Teacher Tricks 
●  Positive Reinforcement 
●  Public Recognition 
●  HW Quiz 
●  Rewards 
●  No HW Pass 
●  HW as Extra Credit 

Types of Assignments 
●  No HW 
●  Thematic HW 
●  Personal Opinion HW 
●  Short Assignments 
●  Make it relevant/

interesting 
●  Make it doable 



Monica - Student Motivators 
What would motivate you to 
do more HW? 
●  Cookies 
●  Interesting lessons 
●  Reminders 
●  Extra Credit 
●  Money 
●  If it were a movie with no 

questions 

●  Nothing 
●  If it were worth a lot 
●  If it weren’t so boring 
●  What is homework? 
●  HW passes 
●  I don’t need motivation 
●  I do it because I want to 

pass 
●  To get better grades 

 
 



Monica - Evolution of Inquiry 
Why don’t you do HW? 
●  Too hard/don’t understand/confused/

frustrated  
o  Scaffold HW into  

§  Do Nows  
§  Exit Slips  

o  Practice in class  
o  Collect HW  
o  Give students answer keys to check own 

work, go over the most difficult 
questions 

 

Alternative Assessment 
●  Portfolios 
●  Projects 
●  Team Tests 
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Samantha 
I was having trouble with my 
period 8 class’ punctuality and  
attentiveness in the beginning of class.    
 
So I wondered… 

Will changing the title from “Do Now” to “Do 
Now Quiz” increase participation? 

       



Samantha 
Benefits 
*Get students to class on time! 
*Provide a nice segway into the lesson   
*Pacing/Time management during assessments 
*Relieve test anxiety (well...) 
*Provide a class item analysis  



Samantha 

Problems ( and/or Issues)    
 
*How long will the hype last? 
*What about the students who could care less? 
*What if this creates more test anxiety? 



Samantha 
Happy Teacher Mentionables  
* Both punctuality and attendance increased. 

(Sometimes the entire class was seated before 
the bell rang!) 

* Student buy-in. 
(They requested quizzes once I stopped giving 

them. )  


